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Enhance your 
Office 365 Data 
Protection 
with Zivver

Enable staff to protect 
sensitive information and 
comply with regulatory 
requirements 

Prevent misaddressed 
emails more easily

Employees are the frontline of defense when it 

comes to data protection, that’s why you should 

give them tools to enable them to do this more 

effectively, from anywhere and on any device. 

Zivver’s out-of-the-box classifiers and customized 

business rules make it easy for people to select 

the appropriate level of protection to adhere to 

your organization’s data policies when emailing 

or sending files, whether they are in the office or 

home working. 

Zivver’s advanced threat detection software can 

identify potential data leaks in communications 

before the user hits send, enabling them to 

take immediate corrective action and avoid the 

most common forms of data breaches, such as 

emailing the wrong person or sending an incorrect 

attachment.

zivver.com

Use Zivver’s integrated platform to safeguard 
your sensitive email data when using Office 
365 through more robust encryption, strong 
recipient authentication, advanced risk 
monitoring and data breach prevention tools. 



03 04Ensure only you can access 
your data, and not the vendor

User authentication ensures 
that only intended recipients 
can access sensitive dataUnlike Office 365 and many other cloud providers, 

Zivver cannot access data that is stored on its 

platform as it doesn’t have access to the user keys 

to decrypt the information. Built with zero-access 

encryption, blind government summons for data, 

for example, are effectively useless since the 

information won’t be recoverable. 

The best way to assure that only intended recipients 

can access sensitive information sent to them is to 

have strong user authentication in place as an extra 

layer to confirm their identity before granting access 

to the information. Zivver provides this functionality 

with two-factor authentication via SMS or with an 

access code from apps like Google Authentication. 

Zivver also provides the option of working with a 

verification email and delivering emails via the DANE 

email security protocol.05 06
Revoke sent messages and 
see who already read a 
message

Easy installation, 
configuration and 
maintenance    

Despite best efforts, mistakes when emailing are 

bound to happen, everyone messes up now and 

again. If this happens while using Zivver, the user 

can swiftly revoke access to the message and 

determine whether the communication has already 

been read. This can prevent costly data breaches 

and provides additional mitigation tools to use 

when these situations arise. 

Using Office 365 alone, many find data 

classification to be a cumbersome process 

entailing regular maintenance. With Zivver, this 

entire process is simplified and the rules can be 

easily adjusted. The service can be deployed 

quickly with minimal maintenance required.

07 08
Save on costs compared to 
standalone Office 365 E5 
licenses Reduce time spent on 

staff trainingEnterprises currently have three choices when 

it comes to Office 365 packages, E1, E3 and E5 

licenses. By using Zivver’s integrated platform in 

combination with an Office 365 E1 or E3 license, 

you’ll have the added benefits of enhanced 

security and data protection, at a more cost-

effective rate than with an E5 license alone. 

Zivver’s platform is intuitively designed to 

gently guide users in properly securing their 

communications before they hit send. This 

includes ensuring that the correct security 

measures are applied, as well as providing 

safeguards to help users avoid the most common 

forms of data breaches. The service can be up 

and running quickly and integrates seamlessly 

with Office 365. It really is that simple.

Who we work with Zivver was recently identified as one of five 

representative vendors in the ‘Email Data 

Protection Specialists’ category in Gartner’s 

‘2020 Market Guide for Email Security’.
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